
Photocopies, books, videos,
cassettes of music,
blackboards, computer,
internet…

When people do the meeting?
How long time takes this
meeting?

What’s a
weekly meeting?

How we have to do a weekly
meeting

Who partieipate?

Useful Materials
Who guides the meeting?

Why is important to
do a weekly meeting?

Info:

We realise experiences to get in contact with
ourselves, we create the possibility to change things
that give us suffering. We start in this work from our
daily experiences , people speaks with other people
about personal experiences, there is an advancement
in the communication, and a opening in the mutual
help.
Materials
- Forms of personal work
- The book Self-Liberation (Autoliberazione)
- Relax, psychophysics gym, to know oneself
- Work with principles
- Game of relationship
- Guided experiences

To evaluate the realised activities and to decide the
activities to organise during the week.
Structural Function
To take care about expansion of the group.
Administrative Function
To distribute materials and to give information about
and from the humanist world. To up-to-date the
adherents and the structural forms.
Support Function
To reinforce the explanation and to produce materials.

In the weekly meeting people collect money for the
self-financing.

Calendars
The weekly meeting close-up with the weekly
calendar, with objectives and clear functions.

We make the personal work.

Let�s organise ourselves

It’s one of the most
important central point
of the humanist project

We have a weekly
meeting once a week
and every meeting is
about of one hour.

Everybody. Can’t take part to this meeting violent
and discriminating persons

The Orienter, intended every
people who is interested

in conducting other people
 in the humanist

direction

To organise the
group and to
make a calendar
of activities. It’s
important to
deep the sense
of personal and
social life
thanks to the
personal work
too

Where is the weekly meeting?
In a humanist room, in the
classroom of the university,
in a institute or in a home etc…
Absolutely no weekly meetings
in a bar.

Humanism

BARTHE WEEKLY
MEETING


